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I. SUMMARY OF REPLY AND RESPONSE ARGUMENTS

The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing was not
violated by DSHS 's determination of client benefits under Medicaid law.
As a matter of law the implied covenant of good faith does not apply here
because the determination of a number of client hours under Medicaid is
not a contract performance owed to providers.

This was the core of

DSHS's defense below and, under RAP 2.5(a)(2), DSHS is entitled to
have this Court decide whether the implied covenant applies to the facts of
this case.
Additionally, or in the alternative, the Court should conclude that
the jury instructions erroneously compelled the jury to apply a good faith
and fair dealing requirement directly to DSHS's use of the shared living
rule, even when determination of client benefits and compliance with
Medicaid rules was not a performance of a contractual duty. Contrary to
respondents' arguments, DSHS properly objected to the jury instructions,
and did not waive objections.
If damages were available for the alleged breach of contract, the
Court should conclude that those damages were not for a liquidated
amount. Whether a claim is for a liquidated amount presents a question of
law that this Court decides de novo. Here, the damages claim depended
on expert opinions using statistical analysis which allowed the jury to
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estimate the hours DSHS might have granted to clients if it had not
applied the then-applicable shared living rule. Because damages depended
·on estimating hours that might have been granted, it was not for a
liquidated amount. The Court should reverse the award of $38 million for
prejudgment interest.
The Court should also reject respondents,~ alternative theories for
defending the judgment.
First, the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), RCW 34.05, and
RCW 74.08.080 do not authorize a judgment based on judicial review of
DSHS benefits decisions made years before the complaint. As a matter of
law, unappealed DSHS benefits decisions applying the shared living rule
became final after 90 days.

To the extent a small subset of DSHS

decisions made within 90 days of the complaint are not time-barred, that
subset of DSHS decisions is barred because clients failed to exhaust a
viable administrative remedy.
Second, the provider class has no quantum meruit or unjust
enrichment claim. Those doctrines do not apply to parties who performed
under a valid contract-and there is no dispute that there were valid
contracts.

1

"Respondents" is used to describe all the plaintiffs, except where it is clearer to
refer to an argument or brief presented on behalf of the "providers," the "clients," the
"class plaintiffs" (both providers and clients), or the Weens/SEIU plaintiffs.

2
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Finally, the providers' cross-appeal based on wage and hour
statutes fails for multiple reasons. DSHS is not an employer or agent
liable under those statutes. DSHS did not knowingly withhold wages
owed by an employer to an employee as required for application of
RCW 49.52.070.
II. THE PROVIDER CLASS JUDGMENT BASED ON THE
IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND
FAIR DEALING FAILS AS A MATTER OF LAW
When DSHS determined the number of service hours to award to
clients, it was not carrying out a contract duty, and it was not exercising
contractual discretion.

DSHS determines client hours to implement

statutorily-governed programs for Medicaid clients. That governmental
function is not subject to an additional contractual obligation of good faith
and fair dealing.
A.

DSHS Is Entitled To Have This Court Address The Questions
Of Law Raised By This Appeal
DSHS assigned error to the judgment for the provider class, raising

three Issues.

Respondents argue that the Court cannot address these

questions of law.

Contrary to respondents' arguments, DSHS is not

attacking sufficiency of evidence. DSHS raises legal questions in accordance with the rule that this Court may always decide if facts established by
a party provide a legal basis for relief. See RAP 2.5(a)(2) ("a party may

3
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raise the following claimed errors for the first time in the appellate court:
... (2) failure to establish facts upon which relief can be granted").
1.

The Assignment Of Error And Issues Presented Are
Sufficient

Respondents claim the assignment of error to the judgment is
insufficient because DSHS does not argue about the form or presentation
of the judgment. Class Pls.' Br. at 18-19. 2 An assignment of error and
statement of issues is adequate if it provides sufficient notice of the issue
to allow respondent to respond. E.g., State v. Olson, 126 Wn.2d 315, 323,
893 P .2d 629 (1995). DSHS 's assignment of error and issue statements
alerted the Court and respondents to the errors claimed by DSHS-that
this case does not present a legal right to relief by reason of the legal
issues presented. 3
2

Appellants' Opening Brief will be referred to as Opening Br.; Brief Of
Respondents SEIU Healthcare 775NW And Cindy Weens will be referred to as
Weens/SEIU Br.; and Brief Of Respondents Leya Rekhter, et al. will be referred to as
Class Pis.' Br.
3

These issues are stated in Appellants' Opening Brief at pages 4-5:

1.1 Should the provider class claim for judgment based on
breach of an implied covenant of good faith be reversed because the
providers do not show a basis upon which legal relief can be granted?
1.2 The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing in a
contract is limited to cooperation in the performance of existing
contract terms and cannot change, or conflict with, the terms of a
contract. The jury determined that DSHS did not violate a term of the
contract when it applied the shared living rule to reduce client hours,
necessarily finding that the process for determining client hours was
not a contract term. Does the implied covenant claim fail as a matter of
law because it depends on adding this term to the contract, or adding
contractual obligations that contradict the existing contract terms and
rights? <<cont'd next page>>

4
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2.

DSHS Is Entitled Under RAP 2.5(a)(2) To Have The
Court Address The Questions Of Law Concerning The
Provider Class's Legal Basis For Relief

Respondents argue, incorrectly, that sufficiency of evidence is the
only standard of review to apply to a judgment following a jury's

verdict.

Class Pls.' Br. at 22-23.

They also claim, incorrectly, that

review for sufficiency of evidence is barred because DSHS did not present
a CR 50(b) motion for a judgment notwithstanding the verdict. Class Pls.'
Br. at 19. But DSHS does not raise sufficiency of evidence. This appeal
concerns questions of contract law and accepts facts presented by the
plaintiffs' evidence. Both sides have framed a legal issue for the Courtwhether DSHS' s determination of client hours under Medicaid is a
contract performance, and whether violation of Medicaid comparability
when regulating the determination of client hours violates an implied
contract duty.
RAP 2.5(a)(2) allows the Court to decide the legal issues presented
by DSHS even if the issues are characterized as "new" claims of errors
(which they are not). The barrier to addressing new claims of error on
appeal is subject to an "express exception for raising failure to establish
facts upon which relief can be granted," which the Court construes to
1.3 A breach of contract claim does not provide a remedy
based on duties created by statutes outside the terms of a contract.
Does the implied covenant claim fail as a matter of law because it
depends on creating a contractual right for providers based on an
agency duty not to adopt rules that violate Medicaid requirements?

5
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allow it to address an "argument regarding the scope and availability of [a]
cause of action." Roberson v. Perez, 156 Wn.2d 33, 40, 41, 123 P.3d 844
(2005). In Roberson, this Court specifically held:
"A party may raise failure to establish facts upon which
relief can be granted for the first time in the appellate court.
RAP 2.5(a)(2). Respondent is thus not precluded from
raising appellant's failure to establish he is within the
protected class."
Id. at 40 (quoting Gross v. City of Lynnwood, 90 Wn.2d 395, 400, 583

P.2d 1197 (1978)). The "consistent" rule for appeals is that "a new issue
can be raised on appeal when the question raised affects the right to
maintain the action."

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting

Bennett v. Hardy, 113 Wn.2d 912, 918, 784 P.2d 1258 (1990) (quoting
Maynard Inv. Co. v. McCann, 77 Wn.2d 616, 621,465 P.2d 657 (1970))). 4
3.

DSHS Was Not Required To File A CR SO(b) Motion
To Preserve The Legal Issues Raised By The Appeal

Where the appellate issues concern whether the law provides a
basis for relief, DSHS was not required to make a CR 50(b) motion

4

See also Washburn v. Beatt Equip. Co., 120 Wn.2d 246, 291, 840 P.2d 860
(1992) (Court reviewed legal basis for a party's relief"despite plaintiffs' concession that
they did not argue their present interpretation of the statute to the trial court" because
·"plaintiffs clearly objected to the judgment and the trial judge's comments show he was
aware of the" legal arguments by plaintiffs.); Mitchell v. John Doe, 41 Wn. App. 846,
848, 706 P.2d 1100 (1985) ("Facts establishing standing are as essential to a successful
claim for relief as is the jurisdiction of a court to grant it. Thus, we hold that the
insufficiency of a factual basis to support standing may also be raised for the first time on
appeal in accordance with RAP 2.5(a)(2).").

6
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after trial. CR 50(b) relates only to appeals challenging the sufficiency
of evidence.
Consistent with this, the United States Supreme Court has held that
a party cannot claim error based on insufficiency of evidence to support
findings if the party failed to move under Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(b). Unitherm

Food Systems, Inc. v. Swift-Eckrich, Inc., 546 U.S. 394, 404, 126 S. Ct.
980, 163 L. Ed. 2d 974 (2006) ("Our determination that respondent's
failure to comply with Rule 50(b) forecloses its challenge to the
sufficiency of the evidence .... "). After Unitherm Food, the Court stated
that Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(b) applies only to bar appellate review for
sufficiency of evidence and should not apply if "sufficiency of the
evidence is not what is at stake[.]" Ortiz v. Jordan, 131 S. Ct. 884, 892,
178 L. Ed. 2d 703 (2011). A Fed. R. Civ. P. 50(b) motion is not logically
necessary to preserve "purely legal" issues capable of resolution "with
reference only to undisputed facts." Id.
Similarly, the Seventh Circuit held that the interpretation of Fed.
R. Civ. P. 50(b) in Unitherm Food "was specifically addressing the
situation of a litigant seeking a new trial on the basis of the insufficiency
of the evidence." Fuesting v. Zimmer, Inc., 448 F.3d 936, 939 (7th Cir.
2006).

The Seventh Circuit cautioned:· "There is some potential for

confusion because Unitherm includes some strong language regarding the

7
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necessity of postverdict motions[.]"

Fuesting, 448 F.3d at 939

(discussing Unitherm Foods, 126 S. Ct. at 987-88). Washburn v. City of
Federal Way, 169 Wn. App. 588, 614, 283 P.3d 567 (2012), also concerns

an appeal "based on insufficient evidence" to support findings. 5
The Court should reject respondents' reliance on CR 50(b) to bar
DSHS' s appeal. The questions of law raised by DSHS do not require
review of sufficiency of evidence for findings, and do not implicate the
policy arguments made by respondents. Class Pls.' Br. at 20. Moreover,
if failure to make a CR 50(b) motion barred an appellate court from
deciding whether the law provides a basis for relief, then RAP 2.5(a)(2)
could never apply-a result contrary to the text of RAP 2.5(a)(2) and the
holding of Roberson.
4.

Rules Are Construed To Allow Appellate Courts To
Decide Issues On The Merits

Under RAP 1.2(a), the rules of appellate procedure
will be liberally interpreted to promote justice and facilitate
the decision of cases on the merits. Cases and issues will
not be determined on the basis of compliance or
noncompliance with these rules except in compelling
circumstances where justice demands ....
(Emphasis added.)
5

The other cases cited by respondents also involve review of jury fmdings of
fact, but do not hold that an appellate court cannot address a question of law, such as
whether the cause of action exists under the facts. E.g., State v. O'Connell, 83 Wn.2d
797, 839, 523 P.2d 872 (1974); Winbun v. Moore, 143 Wn.2d 206, 213, 18 P.3d 576
(2001) (court reviewed "a factual dispute [that]. was presented to the jury" and applied
sufficiency of evidence to jury's factual finding).
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Deciding this case on the merits is necessary to protect the public
interest in a correct application of important public benefits laws.
Moreover, respondents make no argument that they would be prejudiced
by this Court reaching the merits. The issues that DSHS raises are no
surprise. Throughout the proceedings below, the superior court agreed it
faced a question of whether "the duty that is owed to the clients to follow
the [Medicaid comparability] law can be extended to the providers" under
contract law.. VRP at 2565. DSHS repeatedly argued that respondents'
contract claim had the legal defects that are being raised in this appeal.
E.g., VRP at 2561-62 (DSHS stated that the "court could rule as a matter

of law at this point that the CARE tool and the Shared Living Rule WACs
are not part of the contract and not incorporated by reference.").
. Respondents' counsel described the application of good faith and fair
dealing to DSHS 's determination of client benefits as if it presented a
question of law. VRP at 2600-01 ("We believe, as a matter of law, that
the implied duty of good faith and fair dealing should apply to the State's
discretionary authority to set the authorized hours." (Emphasis added.). 6

6

The Weens/SEIU Brief concedes that whether a duty of good faith and fair
dealing applies to performance of a contract presents a question of law reviewed de novo.
Weens/SEIU Br. at 10.
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The arguments made below, the language of RAP 2.5(a)(2), the
holding in Roberson, and the policy of RAP 1.2(a) all point in one
direction. The Court should decide whether the providers' claim should
be reversed because the DSHS determination of client hours cannot be
tested under an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
B.

The Implied Covenant Claim Fails As A Matter· Of Law
Because It Is Based On DSHS's Adoption And Application Of
The Shared Living Rule To Determine Client Benefits
Respondents argue that DSHS' s determination of hours of

Medicaid benefits for clients violated an implied covenant of good faith in
the provider contracts. Respondents do not dispute that DSHS 's use of the
shared living rule to determine client hours did not violate any express
term or other implied term of the contracts. Respondents also agree that
numerous legal principles limit application of the implied covenant of
good faith and fair dealing.

An implied covenant does not rewrite a

contract, change the understanding of the parties, add terms the parties
omitted, or add a free-floating obligation of good faith not rooted in
performance of a specific contractual obligation. See generally Opening
Br. at 29-31; Weens/SEIU Br. at 11 (implied covenant can apply only to
contract terms); Weens/SEIU Br. at 21 (implied covenant cannot supply
additional terms); Class Pls.' Br. at 24 (good faith and fair dealing cannot
change or add terms).
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Respondents' arguments, 'therefore, ultimately frame the same
issue as DSHS: as a matter of law, can DSHS' s application of the shared
living rule to determine client benefits violate an implied covenant in the
provider contracts?
1.

Determination Of Benefits For Medicaid Clients Is
Governed By State And Federal Medicaid Laws, Not By
An Implied Contractual Duty To Service Providers

DSHS' s determination of client hours based on the shared living
rule did not violate an implied covenant of good faith because
determination of Medicaid hours implements statutory duties owed to
clients.

The number of hours granted to clients does not fulfill a

contractual obligation to providers. Federal and state

law~

leave no room

for respondents' premise that determination of client hours is also
governed by an implied contractual duty.

Indeed, respondents show

nothing in Medicaid or state law allowing DSHS to give third party
service providers any authority over DSHS' s determination of the number
of Medicaid hours for clients. See RCW 74.39A.270(5)(a) (individual
provider cannot bargain over hours of client care).
The Weens/SEIU Brief admits that the provider claim relies on
violation of the external statutory duty owed to the clients. Weens/SEIU
Br. at 28 n.13 (the provider claim relies on "external law [] to limit
DSHS's discretion in setting contract terms [i.e., determining client hours]
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and relates to whether DSHS exercised that discretion in bad faith"). The
providers' reliance on violation of a Medicaid duty to clients is confirmed
because they root their claim in Jenkins v. Department of Social and'
Health Services, 160 Wn.2d 287, 157 P.3d 388 (2007), and this Court's

conclusion that the shared living rule violated Medicaid comparability.
Therefore, providers' legal basis for relief under the contract depends on
whether the duty to clients to determine benefits as created by external
statutes, like the Medicaid comparability as addressed in Jenkins, can be
enforced as an implied contractual duty.·
As a matter of law, contracts are not intended to enforce external
statutory obligations such as Medicaid comparability. Opening Br. at 39
& n.11. Respondents do not provide authority to the contrary. Although

government agencies across the country have determined benefits for
millions of Medicaid clients over the years, respondents can cite no case
where the erroneous determination of hours or benefits for Medicaid
clients violated an implied covenant of good faith in a contract with a third
party provider of services for clients. Respondents are seeking to create a
new species of liability for an erroneous rule regulating public benefits.
If determination of client hours may be the basis of a violation of
an implied covenant with plaintiff providers, then every individual and
entity who provides services and devices for Medicaid patients may make
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a prima facie implied contract claim against the government by alleging a
past enor in determining benefits and devices needed by Medicaid clients.
This grossly expands government liability for errors in public benefits,
contrary to the clear legislative choice in Washington that public
benefits decisions are to be reviewed and conected by clients according to
time limits and procedures of the APA.

See RCW 34.05.510 (APA

is the exclusive means for judicial review of "agency action");
RCW 34.05.010(3) ("agency action" includes awarding benefits);
RCW 74.08.080(2)(a) (90-day statute of limitations for challenging
DSHS benefits); RCW 34.05.542(2) (APAjudicial review must be sought
within 30 days of agency action).
Respondents, however, miss the point of DSHS's argument and
argue that DSHS is seeking an "arbitrary" 90-day limit on contract rights.
Class Pls.' Br. at 34. DSHS does not suggest such a time limit on the
contract. The point is that clients can challenge the DSHS determination
of hours within a 90-day window under RCW 74.08.080(2)(a), but
unappealed determinations are thereafter final. Opening Br. at 41, 57-64.
But the provider contract is not violated by an enor in determining client
hours, based on a rule that misinterpreted Medicaid comparability,
because DSHS did not determine client hours to implement a contractual
duty to providers. Therefore, .the providers' claim fails because it relies on
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external statutory duties owed to clients to create an additional implied
contractual obligation to the providers.
2.

The Providers' Implied Covenant Claim Adds Contract
Terms And A Free Floating Obligation Of Good Faith
Concerning Application Of Medicaid Law To Clients

As noted above, respondents contend that when DSHS determined
benefits for clients, it exercised "discretion" to set a contract term. Class
Pls.' Br. at 25; Weens/SEIU Br. at 12 (each citing contract ,, 4(b) and
5(b)). But respondents cite no contract language and no legal authority
where DSHS had to deterniine the number of client hours based on
anything other than DSHS rules and statutes and Medicaid requirements.
Indeed, if the contracts are to be construed consistent with state law, the
parties understood that DSHS would apply then-existing rules, like the
shared living rule, to determine client benefits. They understood that a
client's right to seek administrative and judicial review is comprehensive
and time-limited. State law left no room for providers to claim an implied
contractual right to sue over hours awarded to Medicaid clients.

See

generally RCW 74.39.270(5)(a) (the collective bargaining over wages and

working conditions does not modify DSHS authority to determine the
level of care for individual DSHS clients).
The rejection of an implied covenant claim in Badgett v. Security
State Bank, 116 Wn.2d 563, 807 P.2d 356 (1991), is on point. The bank
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had discretion to renegotiate loans, but this precluded an additional
implied good faith obligation to renegotiate loans. An implied covenant
could not "create obligations on the parties in addition to those contained

in the contract-a free-floating duty of good faith unattached to the
underlying legal document." Badgett, 116 Wn.2d at 570. The providers'
implied covenant claim similarly adds a free-floating duty of good faith to
DSHS when adopting rules that regulate public benefits programs and
when determining the level of client care. This obligation to providers
regarding the level of benefits is not contained in the contract.

This

obligation, moreover, alters the express contractual terms that providers
cannot bill for more hours than DSHS awards to a client. 7

State v. Trask, 91 Wn. App. 253, 957 P.2d 781 (1998), also
applies. Trask argued that he did not have to remove himself from state
property as required by his contract because he alleged that the State failed
to pay relocation benefits breaching an implied covenant "duty not to
interfere with the other party's performance." Id. at 273. The court
concluded Trask was trying to add a term to the contract. Even if the State
promised to pay relocation benefits and breached that promise, the

See Ex. 66, ~ 4.b: "The monthly payment for all services provided to any
client will not exceed the amount authorized in the client's Service Plan."; ~ 4.c: "The
Contractor accepts the DSHS payment amount ... as sole and complete payment for the
services provided under this Contract"; ~ 4.e: "DSHS will only reimburse the Contractor
for authorized services provided to clients in accordance with this Contract's Statement
of Work and the client's Service Plan." (Attached to Opening Br., App. at 32.)
7
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payment of relocation expenses was not a condition precedent to Trask
delivering possession. An implied covenant of good faith could not create
a new obligation for the State in the form of a condition precedent.
Similarly, the implied covenant cannot create an obligation that DSHS
will not erroneously interpret Medicaid when regulating client hours. 8
The Court should reject providers' theory that DSHS "abused its
discretionary power to determine the number of hours of paid services and
defeated the Providers' reasonable expect,ation to be paid for the work
required of them." Class Pis.' Br. at 28. The power to determine client
hours was not a matter of contract discretion. See RCW 74.39A.270(5)(a).
"If there is no contractual duty, there is nothing that must be performed in
good faith." Johnson v. Yousoofian, 84 Wn. App. 755, 762, 930 P.2d 921
(1996). DSHS's authority to adopt rules was governed by Medicaid laws,
not contract. DSHS had no discretion to ignore its rules regulating benefit
hours. RCW 34.05.570(3)(h) (agency adjudications must apply relevant
rules). The Jenkins Court, moreover, authorized DSHS to apply the rule
while the case was pending. Opening Br. at 1. 9

8

See also Seattle-First National Bank v. Westwood Lumber, Inc., 65 Wn. App.
811, 829 P.2d 1152 (1992). Sea-First enforced a note due on demand on a date certain.
The trial court found Sea-First's action breached an implied covenant, but the appellate
court reversed. Id. at 822. Preventing Sea-First from enforcing the date on the note
would alter the contract and create a new obligation.
9

This case does not require the Court to change or modify the ruling in Jenkins.
But respondents' claim attacks DSHS's judgment in adopting the shared living rule and
its judgment in seeking this Court's review of the rule in Jenkins. Because the
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3.

Goodyear Tire v. Whiteman Tire Does Not Support
Adding
An
Implied
Obligation
Regarding
Determination Of DSHS Client Hours

Contrary to the respondents' arguments, the court in Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co. v. Whiteman Tire, Inc., 86 Wn. App. 732, 935 P.2d 628

(1997), does not hold that the implied covenant applies to any act by a
contracting party that is subject to external limits or conditions. Under
that simplistic rule, Whiteman Tire, rather than Goodyear, would have
prevailed. Goodyear's "contractual right to sell tires in Whiteman's trade
<;1rea" is subject to external laws governing such activities. !d. at 738.
Under respondents' theory, a jury should have decided whether
Goodyear exercised its discretion "to deny Whiteman the benefit
of its contract to act as a Goodyear dealer." !d. The court of appeals,
however, correctly applied Badgett and recognized that Whiteman Tire
was trying to add obligations not found in the contract. There was no
implied covenant claim because "the contract provision reservmg
Goodyear's right to sell in Whiteman's trade area is not stated by
reference to a certain context." !d. at 741 (emphasis added). There was

respondents rely on those arguments, it is relevant to note that three justices in Jenkins
concluded the shared living rule was a lawful approach for determining client benefits.
See Jenkins, 160 Wn.2d at 303-16 (Fairhurst, J., dissenting, joined by Madsen and
Bridge, JJ.) ("I would hold that the shared living rule does not violate the comparability
provision." Id. at 316.). This confirms that DSHS had a colorable legal basis for
adopting and applying the rule. See also Samantha A. v. Dep 't of Soc. & Health Servs.,
171 Wn.2d 623,639-46,256 P.3d 1138 (2011) (Madsen, C.J., concurring in dissent) ("I
would overrule Jenkins as incorrect and harmful." Id. at 639.).
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no implied covenant claim because the contract1:1al context did not limit
that discretion. 10
Respondents' arguments for adding an implied covenant to the
determination of hours is flawed for the same reason that Whiteman Tires
lost. Respondents rely on DSHS' s discretion being limited by Medicaid
law or state laws. Class Pis.' Br. at 25-26; Weens/SEIU Br. at 30-32. But
the federal and state laws that govern client benefits cannot create an
additional obligation in favor of the contracting providers. DSHS is not
bound by a free-floating contractual obligation of good faith when it
adopts and follows the rules that regulate its calculation of benefits under
Medicaid.
The holding and analysis in Goodyear Tire supports DSHS. The
contractual context did not control how DSHS would determine a number
of client hours, or how DSHS would adopt rules to regulate its
determination of client benefits.
4.

The Jury Verdict Does Not Demonstrate Any Fact That
Justifies Legal Relief For The Providers

Respondents argue that the jury verdict supports a legal conclusion
that an additional obligation of good faith applied to DSHS's decision to
10

Moreover, Goodyear Tire confirms why the provider claims differ from
Tymshare, Inc . v. Covell, 727 F.2d 1145, 1148, 1154 (D.C. Cir. 1984), another case cited
by respondents. In Tymshare, the implied covenant applied because the discretion was to
be exercised for the benefit of the other contracting party. The· case did not involve
discretion involving statutory obligations owed to third parties. See Goodyear Tire, Inc.,
86 Wn. App. at 739.
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adopt and apply the shared living rule.

But the jury was erroneously

instructed to test DSHS 's determination of hours and application of the
shared living rule under a duty of good faith even if application of the
shared living rule was not performance of the contract. See il?fra p. 24-25.
The jury verdict did not answer the legal issue-whether the implied
covenant has been used to add obligations to the contract. 11
Respondents also argue repeatedly that because client service plans
described a variety of possible tasks, a service provider has a right to
expect payment for work on such tasks as if additional work hours were
being "required" by DSHS.

E.g., Class Pls.' Br. at 33.

mischaracterization of how the shared living rule worked.

This is a
Yes, the

premise for the rule was that if a client had a provider sharing his or her
living quarters, then that provider would be shopping and cleaning for the
household, reducing the client's need for public assistance. This does not
show that DSHS was "requiring" providers to do any work beyond the
unambiguous number of hours awarded to a client.

When DSHS

authorized assistance, every provider was universally informed of the
maximum hours eligible for payment under the contract. VRP at 928-29,

11

And, as pointed out in Appellants' Opening Brief, if jury verdicts cannot be
reconciled, " 'the only proper recourse is .to remand the cause for a new trial.' Blue
Chelan, Inc. v. Dep't of Labor & Indus., 101 Wn.2d 512, 515, 681 P.2d 233 (1984)."
Opening Br. at 3 8 n.l 0. In this case, the jury verdict that application of the shared living
rule did not violate a term of the contract necessarily shows that determination of client
benefits was not a contract performance.
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1203-08, 1835-58. See also RCW 74.39A.270(5)(c), (d) (DSHS clients
have right to assign hours of benefits to one or more providers selected by
the client, and to determine the conditions of employment for each
individual provider providing services to the consumer).
C.

No Ruling In Failor's Pharmacy Supports The Providers Claim
For A Breach Of Implied Covenant Of Good Faith

Putting contract law aside entirely, respondents claim their
judgment can be supported based on the ruling in Failor's Pharmacy v.
Department of Social and Health Services, 125 Wn.2d 488, 886 P.2d 147
(1994).

Failor's Pharmacy concerned pharmacies that provided

prescription drugs to Medicaid recipients, where DSHS reimbursed the
pharmacies according to a contract.

Id. at 490-93.

DSHS set

reimbursement rates in schedules that should have been promulgated as
agency rules. Because the rates applied by DSHS were invalid, DSHS and
the pharmacies did not have a contract. Because the pharmacies showed
that no contract existed, the Court remanded to trial to consider measuring .
the value of the drugs using quantum meruit. Id at 499 (citing Noel v.
Cole, 98 Wn.2d 375, 381, 655 P.2d 245 (1982)). 12
Failor's Pharmacy does not support respondents'· theory that any
party to a contract with the state is per se entitled to damages after a rule is
12
The court of appeals recognized this limit on Failor's Pharmacy in McGee
Guest Home, Inc. v. Department of Social and Health Services, 96 Wn. App. 804, 981
P.2d 459 (1999), affirmed, 142 Wn.2d 316, 12 P.3d 144 (2000).
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invalidated. See Class Pls.' Br. at 35-36. Failor's Pharmacy held that
damages would be considered only because the rule invalidity caused
contracts to be invalid which, in tum, meant the pharmacies could proceed
on remand under quantum meruit. Moreover, the plain language of the
AP A rebuts respondents' theory that invalidation of rules allows damages.
See RCW 34.05.574(3) Gudicial review of agency action "may award

damages, compensation, or ancillary relief only to the extent expressly
authorized by another provision oflaw" (emphasis added)).

The remand for a quantum meruit in Failor's Pharmacy has no
application here. First, there is no quantum meruit claim. See infra p. 53.
The respondents do not show, and the decision below did not find, that the
ruling in Jenkins caused the provider contracts to be void.

See

CP at 1074-75 (ruling that contracts between the Department and the
providers were not invalid).

Second, the shared living rule was

invalidated in Jenkins before the complaint.

CP at 3476.

Third, the

invalidation of the rule in Jenkins did not invalidate past DSHS
benefits determinations, because those determinations were already final.
See, e.g., Hyatt v. Dep't of Labor & Indus., 132 Wn. App. 387, 132 P.3d

148 (2006).
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III. THE JURY INSTRUCTIONS WERE PREJUDICIAL ERROR
BECAUSE THE JURY HAD TO APPLY A DUTY OF GOOD
FAITH TO DSHS'S DETERMINATION OF BENEFITS

Instructions 18 and 19, read as a whole, misstated the law of good
faith and fair dealing. They compelled the jury to apply their sense of
good faith and fair dealing directly to DSHS 's determination of client
hours under the shared living rule. This was prejudicial error because
DSHS 's core argument against the implied covenant claim was that
determining a client's authorized hours by application of the shared living
rule was not performance of a contract term. E.g., VRP at 2556, 2558;
CP at 1918-19, 2377-79. The providers' claim depended on the very
opposite.

E.g., CP at 2972 (Instruction 11) (providers contend "the

contract include[ d] an implied duty of good faith and fair dealing ... in
making its determination of the maximum authorized hours for which it
would compensate a provider" (attached to Opening Br., App. at 4)). 13

13

This critical dispute was well known to the court. For example, it was
discussed at length when plaintiffs unsuccessfully sought directed verdict and contended
that the shared living rule was a provision of the contract (VRP at 2544, 2547, 2552) and
that compliance with federal regulations in determining client hours should be considered
performance of a contract term (VRP at 2552). At that time, DSHS responded that the
client assessment process and the shared living rule were not contractual terms and did
not involve contractual duties owed to providers. VRP at 2554-56 (no "duty in the
contract that embraces the duty they want to impose" in their contract claim (VRP at
2556)); VRP at 2558 (arguing that the shared living rule and client CARE assessment are
not "terms or conditions or provisions of this contract").
The court then agreed the contract case turned on whether "the duty that is owed
to the clients to follow the [Medicaid comparability] law can be extended to the
providers" under contract law. VRP at 2565. The court stated that DSHS's arguments on
these issues would be used for "the decisions that I need to make on instructions."
VRP at2566.
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A.

Instructions 18 And 19 Included Incorrect And Prejudicial
Statements Of Law
Respondents' main defense of Instructions 18 and 19 is a straw

man argument that avoids confronting the error. They claim the proper
statements of law in DSHS's proposed Instruction 35 correspond with
statements of law in Instructions 18 and 19. Class Pls.' Br. at 41-45.
DSHS does not argue that errors in 18 and 19 would have been cured by
adding Instruction 35 or other statements.
Rather, instructions improperly required the jury to apply good
faith and fair dealing directly to DSHS' s determination of client hours.
The instructions erroneously decided a critical legal issue by equating the
determination of client hours under state and federal law with performance
of a contractual obligation. This occurred with the following statements:
If you find that reduction of authorized hours by
application of the Shared Living Rule was not part of the
provider contract, you must consider the claim that the
department violated the duty of good faith and fair dealing
in applying the [Shared Living Rule.]

... To establish breach of the implied duty of good
faith and fair dealing, providers must prove that in reducing
a client's authorized hours by application of the [Shared
Living Rule], the department acted in a manner that
prevented the provider from attaining his or her reasonable
expectations under the contract.
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See CP at 2980 (Instruction 19 (emphases added)) (attached to Opening

Br., App. at 9). See generally Opening Br. at 49-50.
Respondents embrace how DSHS

int~rprets

these instructions.

They argue that the instructions needed to identify the determination of
client hours as if it were a contract performance. Class Pls.' Br. at 46. But
the first statement quoted above says the opposite-that even if
application of the shared living rule was not part of the contract, the jury
must still decide if DSHS violated the covenant of good faith by applying
the rule. This is legal error because application of the rule to determine
client hours is not subject to an implied covenant of good faith if
determination of client hours and application of the rule is not a contract
performance. Similarly, the second statement quoted above compelled the
jury to apply the covenant of good faith to "reducing a client's authorized
hours by application of the [Shared Living Rule ]"-even if that action by
DSHS was not a contract performance,
A second error in the instructions-which stands independent of
the first-is the instructions required "unconditional authority" to avoid
application of a good faith duty to determination of hours, and required the
jury to apply the covenant if the contract was "silent" on how hours were
to be determined.
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If you find the provider contract does not give the
department unconditional authority to determine authorized
hours, or is silent as to the department's authority, you must
then determine ifthe duty has been breached.[ 14]

See CP at 2980 (Instruction 19 (emphasis added)) (attached to Opening
Br., App. at 9).
Respondents also embrace DSHS 's reading of this instruction.
They argue that determination of client hours is subject to good faith and
fair

dealing because Medicaid and state laws govern DSHS 's

determination of client hours.
25-26.

VRP at 2698, 2805; Class Pls.' Br. at

As a matter of law, their legal conclusion is erroneous.

contracts

cannot

enforce

client

Medicaid

rights

regarding

The
the

determination of hours without adding new obligations.
Accordingly, DSHS has shown that Instructions 18 and 19
prevented the jury from properly applying the law.

The instructions

required the jury to apply good faith and fair dealing to DSHS' s
determination of client hours and application of the shared living rule,
without regard to whether determination of client hours was a contractual
obligation owed to a provider.

14

The related instruction stated: "If the contract grants one party unconditional
authority to later set the term, the duty does not apply. On the other hand, if the contract
is silent on how the term will be set, the party acting to set the term has the duty of good
faith and fair dealing with respect to setting that term." See CP at 2979 (Instruction 18) ·
(attached to Opening Br., App. at 8).
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B.

DSHS Properly Informed The Superior Court Of Its
Exceptions To The Instructions
Respondents argue that DSHS has not preserved any right to raise

instructional errors.

But DSHS objected to Instructions 18 and 19 by

specifying different language such as proposed Instructions 35 and 35A.
Respondents even concede that Instruction 35 accurately stated the law.
Class Pls.' Br. at 42. But Instruction 35 omitted the statements objected to
above. DSHS therefore specified to the superior court which provisions of
Instructions 18 and 19 were objectionable.
Respondents also argue that DSHS 's exceptions to the erroneous
instructions did not adequately detail its reasons.

Their argument,

however, overlooks what happened below. The court told DSHS to limit
its exceptions because the court had been fully informed regarding the
scope and basis for objections during "extensive discussions" during the
prior days:
And let me add here that we 've had extensive
discussions about these instructions. I believe I understand
your positions. At this point I am not going to change the
instructions that I'm going to give. And all of your
arguments on why they are incorrect are preserved in the
record. You don't need to put them in the record now; just
make clear that you are excepting to them so that you've
got an appealable issue.
VRP at 2602 (emphases added). Counsel for DSHS then made it clear that
DSHS had exceptions to the good faith and fair dealing instructions:
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We take exception to the Court's Instructions 18 and 19,
because we believe our instructions are-our proposed
instructions, rather, 35, 35-A, and 62 provide the full gamut
of the law or legal principles that go into the implied duty
of good faith and fair dealing and are particularly apt-our
three proposed instructions that I mentioned-in light of
the arguments and the evidence of counsel throughout the
trial. ... And I will reiterate that we think in lieu of it, we
should-the court should have proposed-should have
given our Proposed Instructions 35, 35-A, and 62.
VRP at 2605 (emphasis added). Thus, the heart of the formal exception
was that Instructions 18 and 19 went beyond the basic statements of the
law by making additional statements about the providers' claim.
DSHS counsel further explained the exceptions to Instructions 18
and 19 when counsel pointed out that DSHS' s proposed instructions
properly stated the law without prejudging the evidence:
As to our Instructions 35, 35-A, and 62-our
Proposed Instructions, those three related to the implied
duty of good faith and fair dealing. And we believe that
each of those instructions should be given, because
collectively, they embrace not only all the principles that go
into that legal proposition, they also embrace all of the
evidentiary scenarios that the plaintiffs have put forward.
And they do not comment on the evidence. They simply
address particular points that we believe the plaintiffs were
raising with regard to the implied duty of good faith and
fair dealing.
VRP at 2612-13 (emphasis added). Again, the heart of this exception was
that the court's instructions commented on and prejudged the providers'
evidence rather than stating legal standards.
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As the court stated, DSHS had also engaged in "extensive
discussions" regarding the instructions before the formal exceptions.
Those lengthy discussions were not all recorded, but the court explicitly
stated that it understood DSHS' s positions. Other statements in the record
reveal that DSHS has been advocating for the same view of the law and
instructions as it raises on appeal. For example, DSHS argued at length
about good faith and fair dealing issues when the plaintiffs' motions
sought a directed verdict, and the court said it

wo~ld

consider DSHS 's

arguments with regard to the instructions. Supra note 13.
DSHS had also provided written reasons for its proposed
instructions and for objecting to respondents' proposed instructions. CP at
2801-2924.

The written statements informed the court that the

instructions should clarify that "the provider contracts do not incorporate
by reference the department's manner or processes for assessing the needs
ofthe clients." E.g., CP at 2892 (Instruction 25A) (emphasis added); see
also CP at 2870-71; CP at 2833 (Instruction 35 (citing Yousoofian)).

From all these, the court knew DSHS's reason for objecting to Instructions
18 and 19 was that DSHS believed the instructions were inconsistent with
application of the law governing when an implied covenant could apply to
DSHS' s determination of client hours using the shared living rule.
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DSHS met both the purposes and requirements of CR 51(±). The
trial court appropriately agreed that DSHS had informed the court
regarding its objections when it directed DSHS not to engage in further
formal exceptions. 15
C.

DSHS Did Not Waive Objections Or Invite Error

Respondents argue that DSHS invited error or waived objections
with regard to the error where the instructions require "unconditional"
authority before precluding application of the implied covenant.

The

waiver allegedly happened when respondents asked the trial court to delete
sentences in Instructions 18 and 19, arguing that because Medicaid
governed determination of client benefits, determination of client benefits
was subject to the implied covenant. VRP at 2593. · DSHS's response
relates to this context. VRP at 2594. It is not an intentional waiver of
errors in Instructions 18 and 19 because, a few minutes later, DSHS
expressly objected and the court acknowledged that DSHS retained the
objections previously made. VRP at 2602.
Nor did DSHS waive an objection by attempting to argue
within the instruction regarding unconditional authority. Class Pis.' Br. at

15

Respondents cite the lower court's statement several months after the trial
suggesting that it did not think DSHS had preserved error. Class Pls.' Br. at 40 n.l7.
The court's statement should be given no weight. First, the court made this statement to
encourage counsel to pursue settlement, and the statement may have reflected that
purpose. Second, the statement was off the cuff and does not reflect analysis or briefmg
on the issue.
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44-45. A party is not required to ignore instructions to preserve error or
show prejudice.
If there was a wmver, however, it is limited to the erroneous
instructions. requiring application of the implied covenant when there is
contractual silence, unless DSHS had "unconditional" authority to
determine client hours.

Nothing DSHS said waived the erroneous

instructions requiring the jury to decide if application of the shared living
rule to determine client ho.urs violated a covenant of good faith regardless
of whether determination of hours was a contractual performance.
IV. PREJUDGMENT INTEREST IS NOT AVAILABLE
BECAUSE THE PROVIDER DAMAGE CLAIMS
WERE NOT FOR LIQUIDATED AMOUNTS

The provider claims were not for liquidated amounts and do not
trigger any right to prejudgment interest. Damages were not liquidated
because the jury and the experts had to estimate how, in the absence of the
shared living rule, individual DSHS assessors would have exercised
judgment and discretion to evaluate how each client's needs were met by
various sources of informal support. See Opening Br. at 51-59.
A.

Whether Damages Are Liquidated Or Unliquidated Is A
Question Of Law Subject To De Novo Review
The Court addressed the relevant standard of review in Department

a/Corrections v. Fluor Daniel, Inc., 160 Wn.2d 786, 161 P.3d 372 (2007).

When asked if a judgment based on an arbitration award was liquidated,
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the Court held that whether a claim is liquidated is a "question of law."
Fluor Daniel, Inc., 160 Wn.2d at 789. Respondents, however, argue that

an abuse of discretion standard applies to DSHS 's challenge to
prejudgment interest. Class Pls.' Br. at 48 (citing Scoccolo Canst., Inc. v.
City of Renton, 158 Wn.2d 506, 519, 145 P.3d 371 (2006)). Although
Scoccolo Construction mentions abuse of discretion, it addresses the issue

of liquidated or unliquidated as a question of law.

Moreover, "an

erroneous legal interpretation 1s necessarily an abuse of discretion."
Endicott v. Icicle Seafoods, Inc., 167 Wn.2d 873, 886, 224 P.3d 761

(2010), cert. denied, 130 S. Ct. 3482, 177 L. Ed. 2d 1059 (2010)).
Fluor is more recent than Scoccolo and on point with regard to the

standard of review. Therefore, the Court should apply a de novo standard
to the issue of whether the provider claims were for a liquidated amount. 16
B.

The Providers' Arguments Mischaracterize The Damages
Claim Before The Trial Court

Respondents argue that "[ o]nee the number of unpaid hours was
determined, based on the testimony, the amount due was easily
16

Numerous out of state cases confirm that the de novo standard applies to the
issue of whether a claim is liquidated for purposes of prejudgment interest. ClearOne
Commc'ns, Inc. v. Chiang, 432 F. App'x 770, 773 (lOth Cir. 2011) ("[A]ny statutory
interpretation or legal analysis underlying such an award [of prejudgment interest] is
reviewed de novo. Whether a particular factual circumstance falls within the terms of the
prejudgment interest statute is a question of law reviewed de novo."); Bertoni S.p.A. v.
Della Casa, LLC, 972 So. 2d 1007, 1011 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2008) ("A trial court's
decision concerning a plaintiffs entitlement to prejudgment interest is reviewed de
novo."); Folgers Architects Ltd. v. Kerns, 262 Neb. 530, 549-50, 633 N.W.2d 114 (2001)
("[R]egarding the prejudgment interest awarded ... and whether ... damages were
liquidated, our scope of review is de novo." (Ellipses in original.)).
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calculated."

Class Pls.' Br. at 48.

They rely on the superior court's

statement that damages ·were "hours times hourly rate." Class Pls.' Br. at
51 (quoting VRP July 1, 2011, at 8). They claim that because the shared
living rule was coded into the. CARE assessment, damages are
mathematical.

Their arguments mischaracterize the damages claim,

evidence, and jury's decision.
First, respondents overemphasize the second step-the "hourly
rate"-and obscure the first step regarding determining the hours. The
factfinder was asked to estimate how many hours would have been
awarded to clients in the absence of the rule. The jury did not decide
actual hours worked. Second, the damages were not calculated with a
mathematical formula that merely subtracted the shared living rule. The
damage claim depended on the jury's opinion and discretion to estimate
the number of hours that could have been awarded to clients based on
CARE assessments judging how some clients' needs were met by informal
sources. As a result, the claims were not liquidated.
Respondents cannot deny that, in the absence of the shared living
rule, individual CARE assessors would have used professional judgment
and discretion to determine if a client's need for assistance with shared
living tasks was fully or partially met by informal support. The shared
living rule operated to displace that judgment and discretion. See CP at
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3469, 3472 (attached to Opening Br., App. at 20, 23). But because no
assessor exercised professional judgment and discretion to make this
determination, the damages claims depended on estimating the cumulative
professional judgment and discretion that would have been applied by
CARE assessors assessing thousands of clients.

The damages claims

were, therefore, approximations of what public benefits might have been
awarded, not claims for a liquidated amount.
Although respondents' experts testified to an immensely higher
number (and used simpler calculations), that is immaterial.

The jury

rejected respondents' experts and their simpler approach.

The jury

unambiguously relied on DSHS's showing that damages required
estimating the exercise of professional judgment and discretion for

hundreds of individual assessors and thousands of clients. Thus, the jury
verdict itself showed that the providers' claims were not for liquidated
amounts. See generally Opening Br. at 53-57.
Contrary to respondents' arguments, DSHS does not simply rely
on the fact that the amount of damages was disputed. See Class Pls.' Br.
at 50. The damage claims were not liquidated because the claims were for
estimated hours that might have been awarded to clients absent the shared
living rule.
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C.

Case Law Does Not Support Respondents' Claim For
Prejudgment Interest
Unlike this case, each case cited by respondents involves objective,

knowable facts determined by a trier of fact with objective data. Their
cases do not involve the opinion evidence and exercise of discretion
needed for the experts and jury to estimate how professional CARE
assessments might have awarded additional hours to DSHS clients. 17
For example, the trial court in Dautel v. Heritage Home Center,
Inc., 89 Wn. App. 148, 948 P.2d 397 (1997), determined the amount of

unpaid commissions "based on objective data and calculation." Id. at 151.
It decided an objectively knowable fact:

the proper percentage to be

applied in determining the commission owed.

Id. at 155.

After its

determination that the proper percentage was 20 percent, the court easily
calculated the damages and the damages were liquidated. Id. That is not
what happened below-the experts and the jury had to estimate how
DSHS could have assessed client needs differently.
In Egerer v. CSR West, L.L.C., 116 Wn. App. 645, 654, 67 P.3d
1128 (2003), the trial court decided a disputed, but objectively knowable,
fact: the market price for fill material at the time of breach. Based on its
determination of the market price for fill material, the court determined an
17

Respondents' reliance on a statement by DSHS counsel should be given no
weight. See Class Pls.' Br. at 51. Respondents concede (in a footnote) that DSHS
counsel was not intending to address the legal issue that controls the right to prejudgment
interest. See Class Pis.' Br. at 51 n.22.
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exact amount of damages, making it a liquidated claim. Egerer, 116 Wn.
App. at 654. Similarly, in Stevens v: Brinks Home Security, Inc., 162
Wn.2d 42, 50-51 169 P.3d 473 (2007), a jury determined a disputed, but
objectively knowable, fact:

the actual time Brinks technicians spent

driving from their homes to the first job site of the day.

Having

determined the number of hours actually spent driving to job sites,
damages were liquidated. Id. Finally, in McConnell v. Mothers Work,
Inc., 131 Wn. App. 525, 536, 128 P.3d 128 (2006), the jury determined a

disputed, but objectively knowable, fact: how many hours of overtime
class members actually worked. The McConnell court observed that "the
jury had to evaluate disputed evidence as to the number of unpaid hours
worked. But the necessary data to make this factual determination was set
out in the evidence." Id.
Unlike these cases, the jury below did not determine hours actually
worked.

The jury heard competing methods for estimating hours that

DSHS was likely to have awarded clients after exercising the judgment
and discretion in a CARE assessment, considering how some client needs
for certain tasks are met. The experts and the jury relied on opinion and
discretion to estimate what could have happened, not what objectively
occurred. Because of this estimation and discretion, the claims were not
liquidated.
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Finally, there is no merit to respondents' theory that prejudgment
interest award advances a sound public policy in this case. In particular,
the award does not disgorge earnings by DSHS or taxpayers, because
public money saved by virtue of the shared living rule was long-ago used
for other public purposes, not to earn investment returns.
V. THE CLIENT CLASS WAS NOT ENTITLED
TO A JUDGMENT BASED ON THE
APA AND RCW 74.08.080

The client class sought AP A judicial review and a monetary
remedy under RCW 74.08.080. DSHS showed that such review was timebarred to the extent it sought modification of DSHS benefits decisions
made more than 90 days before the Complaint, and that any claims that
were not time-barred were barred by plaintiffs' failure to exhaust
administrative remedies. Opening Br. at 59-67.
A.

DSHS Presented Its Objections To The Client Class Claim

Respondents claim DSHS failed to object to the superior court's
conclusions describing an earlier ruling that the AP A claim was based on
RCW 34.05.570(2) Gudicial review standards of rule validity). Class Pls.'
Br. at 59-60 (citing CP at 3474 (Conclusion ofLaw 1)). This has no merit.
DSHS assigned error to and described in detail the superior court's rulings
that concluded that the client class claim was not time-barred, or barred
for failure to exhaust remedies. Opening Br. at 4-5, 59 ("The court erred
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by concluding that the APA and RCW 74.08.080 provide authority to
review unappealed, long-final DSHS public assistance decisions."). These
assignments, issue statements, and arguments plainly present the question
of whether the client class. claiin should have been dismissed as timebarred and/or barred by failure to exhaust. E.g., State v. Olson, 126 Wn.2d
315, 323, 893 P.2d 629 (1995) (assignment of error and issue statements
are adequate if they provide sufficient notice to allow respondent to
respond). The court's passing reference to RCW 34.05.570(2) does not
require any additional assignment of error.
B.

The Client Class's Claim For Judicial Review Is Time-Barred
For DSHS Benefits Decisions Made More Than 90 Days Before
The Complaint
1.

A 90-Day Statute Of Limitations In RCW 74.08.080
Applies To Review Of Past DSHS Benefits Decisions

Whether the client class claims are time-barred is shown by three
legal conclusions.

First, the client class claim seeks review and

modification of past benefits decisions.

Second, a 90-day time-bar in

RCW 74.08.080(2)(a) applies to judicial review of DSHS benefits
determinations.

Third, there is no lawful basis for suspending the

statutory time-bar by invoking equitable tolling.

Therefore, review of

DSHS benefits decisions made more than 90 days before the

co~plaint

time-barred.
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Respondents' argue that there is no statute of limitations for
reviewing past DSHS benefits decisions because they styled their case as a
rule challenge under RCW 34.05.570(2). Class Pis.' Br. at 61-63. Their
argument ignores the substance of the client class claim. The clients asked
the court to review and modify tens of thousands of DSHS benefits
determinations made between April 2003 (adoption of the rule) and June
2007 (repeal of the rule). Those are the "agency actions" to be reviewed
under the APA.

See RCW 34.05.010(3) (defining "agency action").

Invalidity of the rule is simply the legal argument for trying to reverse the
past benefits decisions.
Nothing in the APA or RCW 74.08.080 suggests that the time-bar
for review of benefits decisions disappears depending on the legal theory
raised.

This would be an unusual form of finality.

DSHS benefits

decisions would be final-except benefits decisions allegedly affected by
invalid rules could be challenged for years or decades.
remedy is contemplated by the AP A.

No such

A party may directly seek

review of a rule under RCW 34.05.570(2). Or, a party may seek review a
DSHS benefits decision and include a challenge to the validity of a rule.
RCW 34.05.570(2)(a) (a court may review rule validity "in the context of
any other review proceeding"). The AP A does not say or imply that the
"other" review proceedings that could address rule validity will have no
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time bar. For example, the parties in Jenkins v. Department of Social and
Health Services, 160 Wn.2d 287, 157 P.3d 388 (2007), brought timely

challenges to their benefits decisions. In sharp contrast, the client class
seeks review of benefits decisions made years before the complaint. The
bulk of those past DSHS agency actions are final by virtue of the 90-day
time-bar in RCW 74.08.080(2)(a).
No case supports respondents' theory that judicial review of
benefits decisions is unlimited if a party raises rule validity. Failor's ·
Pharmacy points the opposite direction. Failor's Pharmacy concluded

that an invalid agency action (rate setting) meant there was no contract
which, in turn, meant the pharmacies had a viable quantum meruit claim.
Failor's Pharmacy v. Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs., 125 Wn.2d 488,499,

886 P.2d 147 (1994).

Failor's Pharmacy does not suggest benefits

decisions have no finality.
The Court in Berry v. Burdman, 93 Wn.2d 17, 604 P.2d 1288
(1980), did not adopt an exception to finality allowing "[r]etroactive
recovery of benefits denied by DSHS under invalid rules[.]" Class Pls.'
Br. at 61.

The Berry opinion has two holdings, and neither supports

respondents. First, the opinion holds that a particular rule was invalid.
Berry, 93 Wn.2d at 23-24. Second, the plaintiffs in Berry were entitled to
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a small attorney fee award under RCW 74.08.080. Berry does not hold
that DSHS beneficiary decisions are not time-barred. 18
Pan Pacific Trading Corp. v. Department of Labor and Industries,

88 Wn.2d 347, 560 P.2d 1141 (1977), also provides no support for
respondents.

In that case, a state agency adopted an invalid rule

classifying "log storage and sorting" the same as other logging activities
for purposes of industrial insurance rates. Id. at 351. Because the rule
was invalid, the challenger's insurance premiums were to be adjusted to
reflect a proper classification for the "material times." Id. at 353. This
opinion speaks only to premiums timely challenged; it does not support an
unlimited time period to challenge DSHS benefits decisions contrary to
the time-bar in RCW 74.08.080. 19

18

Respondents are adding holdings for Berry by plumbing superior court
records. Class Pis.' Br. at 61-62. But superior court rulings are not precedential holdings
and need not be followed by an appellate court. See, e.g., Bauman v. Turpen, 139 Wn.
App: 78, 87, 160 P.3d 1050 (2007) ("[T]he fmdings of fact and conclusions of law of a
superior court are not legal authority and have no precedential value."). Moreover, the
inferences respondents draw from 32-year-old superior court records are outweighed by
the plain language ofRCW 74.08.080 imposing a time bar on review ofDSHS decisions.
19

The out-of-state cases cited by respondents do not support abjuring fmality for
DSHS benefits decisions. Mission Hospital Regional Medical Center v. Shewry, 168 Cal.
App. 4th 460,493, 85 Cal. Rptr. 3d 639 (2008), held that "[t]he trial court shall issue a
writ of mandate enjoining the Department from utilizing section 32 in its calculations of
plaintiffs' reimbursement rates for the state fiscal year 2004-2005." Wisconsin Hospital
Association v. Reivitz, 820 F.2d 863, 869 (7th Cir. 1987), was based on the conclusion
that certain hospitals were "entitled to a suitable remedial order" because a particular
"consent decree entitled the hospitals to be reimbursed[.]" Bowen v. Massachusetts, 487
U.S. 879, 108 S. Ct. 2722, 101 L. Ed. 2d 749 (1988), concerns the scope of review under
the particular text of the federal AP A and is irrelevant to this case.
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Respondents'

arg~ment

also fails on the facts of the case. The trial

court did not conduct rule review; it concluded rule review was moot.
CP at 3476 (attached to Opening Br., App. at 27). The court's rulings
confirm that the substance of the client class claim was not rule review;
it was review of DSHS's past determinations of benefits.

The rule

invalidity found in Jenkins was simply the theory for claiming past
benefits were erroneously determined. CP at 34 70 (attached to Opening
Br., App. at 21).
For the above reasons, respondents have not distinguished the
cases holding that unappealed agency benefits decisions are final. They
completely ignore Hyatt v. Department of Labor and Industries, 132 Wn.
App. 387, 132 P.3d 148 (2006), which is on all-fours. They argue that
Marley v. Department of Labor and Industries, 125 Wn.2d 533, 886 P.2d

189 (1994), and Kingery v. Department of Labor and Industries, 132
Wn.2d 162, 937 P.2d 565 (1997), do not apply because those cases
involved a different quality of notice.

Class Pls.' Br. at 67-68.

But

DSHS gave the notice required for triggering rights of appeal and the
time~bar

in RCW 74.08.080, and respondents do not show otherwise.

E.g., Trial Exs. 99-110.

Respondents' attempt to avoid a statute of limitations and review
long-final decisions across five years cannot be sustained. It conflicts with
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legislative intent for finality. It defies the public need to close the books
on prior fiscal years.
2.

The Superior Court Erred By Concluding . That
Equitable Tolling Applied To RCW 74.08.080

The superior court concluded that the 90-day statute of limitations
"normally" applied; it erred by concluding it should disregard the statute.
Pretrial VRP at 234-35.
a.

The Superior Court Conclusion That It Could
Apply Equitable Tolling Is Subject To De Novo
Review

Respondents argue for a deferential standard of review on the
superior court's equitable tolling conclusion, claiming DSHS must show
abuse of discretion.

This is wrong for at least three reasons.

First,

whether a statute of limitations applies is a legal issue, which the Court
reviews de novo. Goodman v. Goodman, 128 Wn.2d 366, 373, 907 P.2d
290 (1995) ("Whether the statute of limitations bars a suit is a legal
question[.]"). Second, the superior court conclusion that it could apply
equitable tolling occurred on motions for summary judgment and partial
summary judgment.

Pretrial VRP at 247; CP at 3439-42.

judgment rulings are reviewed de novo.

Summary

See, e.g., Cregan v. Fourth

lvfem 'l Church, 175 Wn.2d 279, 283-84, 285 P.3d 860 (2012). Third, the

circumstances that allegedly justify equitable tolling are not disputed and
the

superior

court

did

not

resolve

factual

disputes
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deference. The only issue regards application of the alleged reasons for
bypassing finality.
Moreover, as shown next, the court's conclusion is also an abuse
of discretion because the court had a flawed view of its authority and
identified unsound reasons for tolling.
b.

Respondents Do Not Defend The Majority Of
The Superior Court's Reasons For Tolling

DSHS showed that the superior court relied on a number of
unsound reasons for tolling, which respondents have not disputed:
•

First, the superior court concluded that application of RCW
74.08.080 did not involve limits on its jurisdiction. But there
was no legal basis for this conclusion. The court simply
concluded it had jurisdiction. Pretrial VRP 235.

•

Second, the superior court concluded that res judicata and
claim preclusion did not protect the finality of DSHS benefits
decisions. VRP at 236. This was error. Unappealed agency
benefits decisions must be analyzed using claim preclusion and
res judicata principles. Opening Br. at 64-67.

•

Third, the superior court concluded that equitable tolling was
entirely discretionary. VRP Pretrial at 248. Kingery holds the
opposite. Equitable powers to avoid statutory limits on review
of agency decisions are "very narrow" and "rarely exercised."
Kingery, 132 Wn.2d at 173. The superior court did not cite the
two factors required for the narrow exemption identified by
Kingery: a period of incompetence by the recipient of the
benefits decision or misconduct by the agency in failing to
communicate a decision. Nor did such factors exist universally
for five years of DSHS decisions and clients.

•

Fourth, the superior court concluded that a client class suit in
2007 reflected diligence. VRP at 240. Jenkins, however,
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shows the client class could have filed its claim in 2003. The
complaint was not diligent.
•

Fifth, and most important, the superior court said equity did not
require it to be concerned with the massive fiscal impact of
reopening the books on past DSHS benefits decisions. VRP at
249. It is inequitable to ignore the public interest in fiscal
certainty and finality for state budgets. See generally Opening
Br. at 67-70.

Because so many of the superior court's stated reasons are not
defended, this Court has no reason to give any weight to the
superior court's conclusion that judicial review of DSHS benefits
decisions can reach far into the past, .contrary to the express provisions of
RCW 74.08.080.
c.

The Respondents Do Not Demonstrate A Basis
For Equitable Tolling

Respondents propose a rule for tolling that has no limits; it would
simply defy RCW 74.08.080(2)(a).

The legislature funds and designs

DSHS programs and knows DSHS serves needy and vulnerable clients.
Knowing these circumstances, it imposed a statute of limitations for
review and correction of DSHS benefits decisions.

Plus, if the sole

common fact that all client class members are disabled compels tolling, it
eliminates all statutes of limitation for members of the client class. The
blanket rule proposed by respondents cannot be sustained. DSHS clients
cannot be universally equated with minors whose claims were tolled in
Cookv. State, 83 Wn.2d 599,521 P.2d 725 (1974).
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Alternatively,

respondents

claim

the

remedial

goals

of

RCW 74.08.080 justify eliminating the statute of limitations. This would
be an illogical judicial gloss on a statute that includes plain language
imposing a 90-day statute of limitations.
Respondents try to characterize DSHS 's conduct in adopting and
applying the shared living rule as wrongful, arguing this justifies
eliminating finality for DSHS decisions. But DSHS made a legal error
regarding agency statutory authority in the uncharted area of how
Medicaid comparability requirements affects the State's ability to regulate
the calculation of client needs.

See Jenkins dissents discussion supra

note 9. This legal error is not the type of wrongful individualized conduct
required by Kingery.
Respondents also claim DSHS acted wrongfully because it was
legally obliged to authorize its administrative law judges to invalidate or
ignore the shared living rule. Class Pls.' Br. at 65 n.27 (citing federal
regulations requiring fair hearings for Medicaid recipients).

State and

federal laws do not require that administrative law judges be given power
to review and invalidate agency rules. To the contrary, state law holds
that an administrative law judge decision can be reversed for failing to
apply existing agency rules.

RCW 34.05.570(3)(h).

Respondents'

argument that administrative hearings needed to consider rule validity runs
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contrary to the fabric of administrative law. An agency like DSHS adopts
rules after public notice and comment, making the rule into applicable
law. If an administrative law judge could strike down a rule, it would
allow an official from the Office of Administrative Hearings to usurp
rulemaking power the legislature delegated to the Secretary ofDSHS. But
the legislature has not empowered administrative hearings to invalidate
DSHS rules.

Accordingly, the scope of administrative hearings under

WAC 388-02-0225(1) reflects the APA and cannot justify blanket tolling.
The scope of a DSHS hearing reflected the legislature's decision that
DSHS must adopt rules regulating benefits.

Such rules could be

challenged directly in court, or in the context of judicial review of benefits
decisions as Jenkins. RCW 34.05.570(2).
For the above reasons, and those stated in Appellant's Opening
Brief, the superior court's conclusion that the time-bar did not apply was
legal error and equitable error.
C.

Client Class Claims That Arose Within 90 Days Of The May
2007 Complaint Are Not Time-Barred, But Those Clients
Failed To Exhaust Administrative Remedies

A small subset of client class claims is not time-barred by the plain
language of RCW 74.08.080. The client class necessarily includes some
DSHS determinations made within 90 days of the complaint.

The

respondents, however, do not argue that this subset of client class
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decisions should be preserved. Even if they did, the subset is barred
because that subset of clients did not exhaust a readily available
administrative remedy.

RCW 34.05.534(2) (barring judicial review if

administrative remedies are not exhausted).
Like the superior court, respondents blur the time bar and
exhaustion. The time-bar bars review of DSHS decisions made more than
90 days before the complaint.

Exhaustion is relevant only to DSHS

decisions that are not time-barred.

Accordingly, the alleged basis for

avoiding exhaustion-futility-must be tested as of the day the plaintiffs
sued without exhausting.
The respondents' claims of futility to excuse exhaustion should be
rejected. Jenkins demonstrates that administrative review could lead to a
remedy, rebutting the respondents' primary argument that administrative
hearings were unsuccessful in the past. Moreover, the complaint here was
filed after Jenkins, eliminating that alleged barrier.

There is nothing

futile about seeking a hearing after Jenkins concluded the shared
living rule could not be applied. As a matter of law, an administrative
law judge would have applied the Court's ruling in Jenkins and corrected
DSHS benefits decisions.

(Time-barred decisions, of course, could

not be reviewed.)
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Respondents essentially argue that class actions to correct benefits
decisions are exempt from the exhaustion requirement of RCW 34.05.534.
They make that argument to defend the superior court's conclusion that
DSHS could not have held hearings on all the recent determinations, if
every client had applied for a hearing. CP 3471. But class actions are not
exempt from substantive requirements of the AP A. · Rather, only
"procedural matters" regarding class actions are exempt from the AP A.
RCW 34.05.510(2). In this situation, the Court should apply its holding
that every member of a class must meet statutory prerequisites for relief.
Lacey Nursing Ctr., Inc. v. Dep 't of Revenue, 128 Wn.2d40, 905 P.2d 338

(1995).

Therefore, the test is whether each individual client failed to

exhaust a remedy, not what might hypothetically have happened if
numerous DSHS clients sought administrative hearings.
Respondents' other responses to exhaustion also fail. Respondents
point to litigation positions taken by DSHS in defending this case. Class
Pls.' Br. at 69. DSHS simply argued (correctly) that Jenkins did not award
back benefits to parties other than the persons who brought that case.
CP 131. And DSHS simply argued that federal courts were entitled to an
independent decision on the federal question of Medicaid comparability.
These litigation positions do not disprove the administrative remedy
clearly available as of the date of the complaint.
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Similarly, the proffered statement by a DSHS employee (CP 155)
only says the rule was in effect until repealed June 29, 2007; it does not
displace an administrative hearing available as a matter of law after
Jenkins.

Nor does a 2006 DSHS directive show that there was no

administrative remedy available after Jenkins.
Finally, the statement by plaintiff Fuchser cited by respondents,
saying that she did not receive "retroactive" relief, must be read in context.
First, her statement does not overcome the legal_ conclusion that
administrative hearings could have corrected DSHS decisions made within
90 days of May 2007. Second, Fuchser was addressing failure to obtain
relief for years of time-barred claims, not a difficulty with an appropriate
administrative remedy.
The client class representatives have never made an alternative
claim for judicial review of DSHS decisions made within 90 days of the
complaint. Their complaint and arguments have focused on the far larger
claim seeking review of DSHS decisions back to 2003. But if the client
class argues that the courts can judicially review and modify DSHS
benefits decisions made within 90 days of their complaint, the Court
should apply the exhaustion requirement to bar that subset of judicial
review claims.
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VI. RESPONSE TO CROSS-APPEALS
A.

The Client Class Was Properly Denied A Judgment And Had
No Basis For Additional Attorney Fees Under RCW 74.08.080

By cross appeal, respondents argue that the client class should
have obtained a judgment based on the APA and RCW 74.08.080. Class
Pls.' Br. at 71-72. They also claim that this would have allowed them to
"prevail" so that the client class would be entitled to different or additional
attorney fees. Class Pls.' Br. at 72-74. For the reasons discussed in Part V
above, the client class claims fail and there was no error in denying a
judgment.
Moreover, the court properly found and concluded that the client
class was not harmed because it received care and did not use any of its
own moneys. CP at 3471 (Finding 15) (attached to Opening Br., App. at
22); CP at 3475 (Conclusion 4) (attached to Opening Br., App. at 26). The
client class theory was just an alternate vehicle for the providers. CP at
3475 (Conclusion 4) (attached to Opening Br., App. at 26). Accordingly,
the client class shows no eiTor in the superior court's decision to deny the
client class a separate money judgment.
B.

Unjust Enrichment And Quantum Meruit Are Barred Because
The Providers Had Contracts With The Department

SEIU 77 5 and Weens cross-appeal to claim the court eiTed by
dismissing the providers unjust enrichment claim.

Weens/SEIU Br. at
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46-50. The Class Plaintiffs joined this argument in a footnote. Class Pls.'
Br. at 36 n.15.

But there is no unjust enrichment claim because the

providers had a contract with DSHS.

The Court should· affirm the

dismissal of unjust enrichment.
1.

The Court Need Not Address Quantum Meruit Because
Respondents Only Argue Unjust Enrichment

An unjust enrichment claim is distinct from a quantum meruit

claim. Young v. Young, 164 Wn.2d 477, 483-86, 191 P.3d 1258 (2008).
"Washington courts .have historically used these terms

['unjust

enrichment' and 'quantum meruit'] synonymously, but the distinction
between them is legally significant." Id. at 483. Unjust enrichment is a
broader term for a contract implied in law, allowing "recovery for the
value of the benefit retained absent any contractual relationship because
notions of fairness and justice require it." Id. at 484. "'Quantum meruit,'
on the other hand, is the method of recovering the reasonable value of
services provided under a contract implied in fact." Id. at 485.
In a heading, Weens/SEIU urge the Court to "reverse the trial
court's dismissal of the providers' quantum meruit claim." Weens/SEIU
Br. at 46. But the brief only argues unjust enrichment. In the absence of
argument regarding quantum meruit, this Court need not address that
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subject separately. RAP 10.3(a)(6); Satomi Owners Ass'n v. Satomi, LLC,
167 Wn.2d 781, 807-08, 225 P.3d 213 (2009). However, if the Court
reaches quantum meruit, it fails as stated below at pages 53-54.
2.

The Trial Court Properly Dismissed Respondents'
Unjust Enrichment Claim

A party claiming unjust enrichment asks the court to impose a
contract implied by law. Young, 164 Wn.2d at 484-85. It applies when a
person acquires and keeps " 'money or benefits which in justice and equity
belong to another.'" !d. at 484 (quoting Bailie Commc 'ns, Ltd. v. Trend
Bus. Sys., Inc., 61 Wn. App. 151, 160, 810 P.2d 12 (1991)). The providers
had no unjust enrichment claim because they had a contractual
relationship with DSHS. "Unjust enrichment is the method of recovery
for the value of the benefit retained absent any contractual relationship
because notions of fairness and justice require it." Young, 164 Wn.2d at
484 (emphasis added).
The providers do not deny there was a contractual relationship or
show it was invalid. The holding in Jenkins does not suggest contracts
were invalid. In the presence of a contract, there is no unjust enrichment
claim. Failor's Pharmacy v. Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs., 125 Wn.2d
488, 886 P.2d 147 (1994) (remanding for quantum meruit only because
the Court concluded that there were no valid contracts).
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Moreover, as discussed in the opening briefing, DSHS paid each
provider the amount authorized. The providers obligated themselves to
accept that authorized payment amount as "sole and complete payment"
for such services. Ex. 66, ~~ 4-5 (attached to Opening Br., App. at 31-32).
Under these circumstances, DSHS was not unjustly enriched by the shared
living rule. "A person has been unjustly enriched when he has profited or
enriched himself at the expense of another contrary to equity." Dragt v.
Dragt/DeTray, LLC, 139 Wn. App. 560, 576, 161 P.3d 473 (2007). The

shared living rule allowed public resources to be allocated further, to other
clients or DSHS needs, by estimating how the "shared living .needs" of
certain clients were met because they had a live-in provider. This public
policy did not unjustly enrich DSHS or the State.
3.

There Is No Basis For Quantum Meruit

If the Court addresses quantum meruit, it fails because a contract
controlled the relationship between DSHS and providers. Payment for
services is not available through quantum meruit when a contract controls
the performance of, and payment for, those services.

E.g., Failor's

Pharmacy; Washington Ass'n of Child Care Agencies v. Thompson, 34

Wn. App. 235, 251, 660 P.2d 1129 (1983).
In Washington Association of Child Care Agencies, childcare
providers agreed to furnish childcare in exchange for payment according
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to the contract.

The providers claimed they were entitled to a higher

payment rate for such services under quantum meruit. The court applied
the rule that quantum meruit is not available when the parties have a
contract. Washington Ass 'n of Child Care Agencies, 34 Wn. App. at 251
("to the extent plaintiff [childcare] agencies provided services pursuant to
an express contract, quantum meruit is not available"). This rule applies
equally here.

The Independent Contractor contracts controlled the

performance and payment for care services. 20
C.

The Providers Wage Act Claims Fail Because Individual
Providers Were Not Employees Of DSHS, Because DSHS Was
Not An Agent For The Employers, And The Providers Are Not
Seeking Withheld Wages

The final cross appeal claims the lower court erred by dismissing
the provider class's wage act claim under RCW 49.46 and RCW 49.52.
But, as the lower court held, providers were not and are not employees of
DSHS for purposes of Washington wage and hour law. CP 1727.
Respondents' cross appeal relies solely on RCW 49.52.070, which
creates civil liability for employers, and officers and agents of employers,

20

There is an exception where quantum meruit can apply despite a contract, but
it is not applicable to this case. See Bignoldv. King Cnty., 65 Wn.2d 817,399 P.2d 611
(1965). Bignold involved "substantial changes" which were "not covered by the contract
and were not within the contemplation of the parties, if the effect is to require extra work
and materials or to cause substantial loss to the contractor." Id. at 826. Unlike Bignold,
the providers' claims are not based on unanticipated additional work caused by a
substantial change not covered by the original contract. The providers merely show that
DSHS might have authorized more client hours if it had not adopted the shared living
rule and if the legislature appropriated sufficient additional funding.
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who violate subsections RCW 49.52.050(1) or (2). As discussed below,
those two subsections require evidence of willful and intentional
withholding of wages, when an employer is legally obligated to pay
wages. DSHS did not act as fiscal agent responsible for paying wages to

the providers on the clients' behalf. The trial court correctly concluded
providers had no claim under RCW 49.52.070 for civil liability and
damages. 21
1.

DSHS Is Not The Employer Of The Providers And
Providers Ate Not Employees Of DSHS

If a client selects an individual provider to provide in-home care,
RCW 74.39A governs and limits a provider's relationship to the State.
RCW 74.39A.270, created by Initiative 775 in 2001, allows individual
providers to form a bargaining unit and bargain with the State over certain
wages, hours, and working conditions.

But individual providers are

considered employees of the state "solely" to facilitate collective
bargaining and for no other reason. See RCW 74.39A.270(3) ("Individual
providers who are public employees solely for the purposes of collective
21

In passing, respondents cite cases regarding the Washington Minimum Wage
Act, RCW 49.46 (WMWA). The WMWA concerns different matters-an employer's
obligations to pay at least minimum wage and certain overtime. RCW 49.46.020(4)
(minimum wage); RCW 49.46.130(1) (overtime). The elements for a minimum
wage act violation required evidence that an employer failed to pay an employee.
RCW 49.46.020(4) ("every employer shall pay to each of his or her employees" the
minimum wage); RCW 49.46.130(1) ("no employer shall employ any of his or her
employees for a work week longer than forty hours" without paying overtime).
Respondents, however, do not argue that .a provider was not paid minimum wage or
overtime. This failure to argue abandons any claim under the WMWA before this Court.
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bargaining under subsection (1) of this section are not, for that reason,
employees of the state, its political subdivisions, or an area agency on

aging for any purpose." (Emphases added.)). Under these provisions,
individual providers are not employees of the state or DSHS for purposes
of the wage and hour laws. A contrary conclusion would contradict the
people's intent expressed in RCW 74.39A.270(3). See CP 1727?2
Respondents concede this point by arguing only that DSHS 1s
liable as an agent. That theory, however, also fails.
2.

Plaintiff Providers Are Not Entitled To Relief Under
RCW 49.52.070

Provider class members are not entitled to relief under
RCW 49.52.070 merely because DSHS could have authorized more hours
for clients if it had not adopted the shared living rule, or if it had repealed
the rule earlier. See Class Pls.' Br. at 74 n.32 (admitting its claims are
premised on DSHS' s application of, and failure to repeal, the shared living
rule). RCW 49.52.070 does not apply to DSHS contracts with providers.
RCW 49.52.070 applies to "[a]ny employer and any officer, vice
principal or agent of any employer" who violates RCW 49.52.050(1) or
(2) and allows an aggrieved employee to recover "twice the amount
of the wages unlawfully rebated or withheld" plus costs and

22

The providers also contractually agreed that they were not employees of
DSHS. Trial Ex. 66, ~ 11 (attached to Opening Br., App. at 33).
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attorney's fees.

Therefore, a claim reqmres proof of a violation of

RCW 49.52.050(1) or (2). Those subsections apply to "[a]ny employer or
officer, vice principal or agent of any employer ... who"
(1) Shall collect or receive from any employee a
rebate of any part of wages theretofore paid by such
employer to such employee; or
(2) Wilfully and with intent to deprive the employee
of any part of his or her wages, shall pay any employee a
lower wage than the wage such employer is obligated to
pay such employee by any statute, ordinance, or contract[.]
RCW 49.52.050(1)-(2).
Respondents do not allege illegal rebates from employee
to employer as in subsection (1 ).

Their claim is based on

RCW 49.52.050(2).
Subsection RCW 49.52.050(2), however, requires evidence that a
defendant, with willful action and "intent to deprive the employee of any
part of his or her wages," paid the employee less wages than an "employer
is obligated to pay such employee by statute, ordinance, or contract." The
providers fail to fall within this section for four reasons.
First, no employer (the various DSHS clients) was "obligated ...
by statute, ordinance, or contract" to pay any additional wages. Their
brief nowhere explains why an employer had such an obligation. Because
the employers (the clients) were not obligated to pay additional wages to
the providers, RCW 49.52.050(2) was not violated.
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Second, DSHS was not an agent liable for purposes of
RCW 49.52.070. 23

This Court defined "agent" for purposes of

RCW 49.52.070 by reference to Black's Law Dictionary:

"the term

[agent] has been defined generally as a 'person authorized by another to
act for him."' Ellerman v. Centerpoint Prepress, Inc., 143 Wn.2d 514,
522, 22 P.3d 795 (2001) (quoting Black's Law Dictionary 85 (4th ed.
1951)). By awarding public benefits to clients but agreeing to reimburse
providers directly, DSHS was not a general agent of the clients. DSHS
acted on its own behalf pursuant to the independent contractor agreements.
DSHS acted as payor as part of its administration of Medicaid long-term
care programs under authorization from the legislature as provided by law.
It did not act pursuant to authorization from clients. DSHS is not the
employer's agent for purposes ofRCW 49.52.070.
Third, the payments the providers seek are not unpaid wages.
DSHS paid for services rendered by an independent contractor according
to the contract. "Wages" are defined in RCW Title 49 as "compensation
due to an employee by reason of employment."

RCW 49.46.010(7)

(emphasis added). But the providers are not employees of the State for
any reasons-including wages. See RCW 74.39A.270(3). Nor do clients
owe providers additional money; the providers agreed to accept the
23

As noted above, DSHS is clearly not an "employer" and providers are not
"employees."
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defined payment from DSHS (potentially with client participation) as
complete payment for providing services. See, e.g., Trial Ex. 66,

~

4c

(attached to Opening Br., App. at 32) ("The Contractor accepts the DSHS
payment amount, together with any client participation amount, as sole
and complete payment for the services provided under this Contract.").
Because clients did not owe wages, RCW 49.52.050(2) is not applicable.
Fourth, no evidence suggested DSHS acted with intent to deprive
employees of wages, as required by RCW 49.52.050(2). "An employer's
genuine belief that he is not obligated to pay certain wages precludes the
withholding of wages from falling within the operation of RCW
49.52.050(2) and 49.52.070." Ebling v. Gave's Cove, Inc., 34 Wn. App.
495, 500, 663 P.2d 132 (1983). As held in McAnulty v. Snohomish School
District 201, 9 Wn. App. 834, 838, 515 P.2d 523 (1973), "[a]n employer

does not willfully withhold wages within the meaning of RCW 49.52.070
where he has a bona fide belief that he is not obligated to pay them." See
also Schilling v. Radio Holdings, Inc., 136 Wn.2d 152, 160, 961 P.2d 371

(1998) (where a "bona fide" dispute existed between the employer and
employee regarding the payment of wages there is not a willful,
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intentional withholding of wages in violation of RCW 49.52.070).
According to this Court in Schilling, "[t]he dispute must be 'bona fide,'
i.e., a 'fairly debatable' dispute over whether an employment relationship
exists, or whether all or a portion of the wages must be paid." Schilling,
136 Wn.2d 152 at 161.

Thus, even assuming the other elements of

RCW 49.52.070 exist, the providers stated no claim under the statute
because it was undisputed that DSHS had a "genuine" and "bona fide"
belief that it was lawfully applying a rule to regulate the determination of
public benefits. 24
Finally,

if

respondents

were

entitled

to

relief

under

RCW 49.52.070, a three-year statute of limitations applies. See Seattle
Prof'! Eng'g Emps. Ass'n v. Boeing Co., 139 Wn.2d 824, 837, 991 P.2d
24

As Judge Robert Bryan recognized when this case was at the federal court,
"[a]t the time the Shared Living Rule was adopted, or was in effect, it was not clearly
established that the Shared Living Rule, implemented through the CARE assessment
process, violated Medicaid Choice of Provider requirements." Order On Motions For
Summary Judgment (Dkt. 141) at 14, Pfaff v. Dep't of Soc. & Health Servs.,
No. C07-5280RJB (U.S.D.C. W.D. Wash. May 29, 2008). According to Judge Bryan,
[T]he Jenkins decision itself shows that the right at issue was not
clearly established. Although the majority of the justices in Jenkins
agreed that the Shared Living Rule violated the Medicaid
Comparability requirements, three justices, in a thorough, cogent and
persuasive dissent, concluded that the majority had not demonstrated a
principled basis for distinguishing between the Shared Living Rule and
other CARE tool rules, and given the most minimal deference to
DSHS' expertise, the Shared Living Rule did not violate Medicaid
Comparability requirements. Thus, at the time the Jenkins and GasperMyers cases were wending their way through the state courts, the law
was not clearly established that the Shared Living Rule, implemented
through the CARE assessment process, violated Medicaid
Comparability requirements.

ld. at 13-14.
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1126, 1 P.3d 578 (2000) ("We hold the three-year statute of limitations of
RCW 4.16.080(3) applies to WMWA claims[.]").

VII. CONCLUSION
The judgment for respondents should be reversed.
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